Abstract-The paper introduces a new detectability concept for Continuous-time Markov jump linear systems with finite Markov space that generalizes previous concepts found in the literature. The detectability in the weak sense is characterized as mean square detectability of a certain related stochastic system, making both detectability senses directly comparable. The concept can also ensure that the solution of the coupled algebraic Riccati equation associated to the quadratic control problem is unique and stabilizing, making other concepts redundant. The paper also obtains a set of matrices that plays the role of the observability matrix for deterministic linear systems, and it allows geometric and qualitative properties. Tests for weak observabdity and detectability of a system are provided, the first consisting of a simple rank test, similar to the usual observability test for deterministic linear systems. The complete results are presented in 131.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concepts of observability and detectability play an important role in the theory of dynamic systems. For instance, in optimal control problems, these concepts provide a connection between closed-loup stability and finiteness of the cost functional, and they ensure uniqueness of the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation. This is the scenario in the theory of deterministic time-invariant linear systems, deterministic linear time-varying systems, and to some extent, in Markov jump linear systems (MJLS) (see 151, [61, [71 and [SI).
Thanks to those developments, a number of 'wellestablished results concerning detectability and the good behavior of solutions of filtering and control problems exist today which can be found in the literature. Among the results we refer to concerning linear time-invariant deterministic systems are the following: (I) invariance of nonobserved trajectories, (n) existence of a simple rank-test condition for observability, 0 correspondence between nonobserved trajectories and stable modes of detectable systems, and (IV) relationship between observability and detectability.
However, it was not known to this date bow properties ( I t Definition 1 (W-observability) : We say that (A,C,A) is weakly (W-) observable when there exist scalars fd 2 0 and y > 0 such that Wtd(x, e) 2 AxI2 for each x E R" and 6 E S.
In this paper, for the time-invariant system Q, we present a collection of matrices 0 = ((7 1,. . . ,ON) associated to the Wobservability concept that resembles observability matrices of deterministic linear systems. Then we provide extensions of properties ( I ) and (II) mentioned above, respectively: we show that nonobserved trajectories are invariant in the sense that, if x(s) is in the kernel of 08(r) for some s 2 0, then x ( t ) is in the kernel of OB(,) for any t 2 s (see Corollary 2). and we show that (A,C,A) is W-observable if and only if each of the matrices of the set 0 is of full rank. We also demonstrate that the largest attainable dimensionality of 0 is constrained by the system dimensions n and N (see Lemma 2) in a similar manner to observability matrices of deterministic systems.
Regarding the detectability of MJLS, before the work in [2] for discrete-time MJLS, the most general detectability concept available was the dual of the stabilizability concept, known as mean square (MS-) detectability (see 
NOTATION, CONCEPTS, AND BASIC RESULTS
Let B" be the nth dimensional Euclidean space. Let X".q (respectively, X") represent the normed linear space formed by all n x q (respectively, n x 17) real matrices and 2"" (ant)
For U E P : 9 , N { U } and %{U} represent the kernel and the range of U, respectively.
Let M"z9 denote the linear space formed by a number N of
. . ~ N } ; also, 311" = M"-". We denote by M"O (M"' ) the set M" when it is made up by some U; E 3 " ' (U, E a"+) for on %PO.
Consider system Q in (1). For i = 1,. . . , N, we define
With this notation, we can write, for instance, 
1 Consider the corresponding generalization of (7)
where L(.) and U(.) are given by (5).
It is well known that the MS-stability of A is equivalent to the requirement that Re{d('J)} < 0; see, for instance, [4] .
Then we can rewrite the MS-stability concept as follows.
Defnifion 5 (MS-stability): We say that (A,A) is MSstable if
Iiin lIx(t)ll = o vx E M "~.
I+=-

W-OBSERVABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY MATRICES
In this section, we introduce a collection of Observability matrices, and, in one of the main results, we derive a test for observability based on the rank of these matrices, in a parallel with the observability test for deterministic linear systems. We also derive a counterpart for MJLS for the well-known result for linear deterministic systems that nonobserved trajectories are invariant. The collection of matrices 0 E ?vino is called the set of observability matrices of system Q. Next we present some preliminaq results. I 4 and one can check that
cp(Ci(U)) = ( I ,~~A~) c p ( U i ) + ( A~~~" ) c p ( U i ) +~~; j c p ( U j ) ,
where JI E PZN is the matrix defined by dr' = Jl'q.
We also introduce the following representation for the expression (U, L(t )) :
Lemnlo I: Consider x E W" and i E S; define X E MILo as X; = UC and Xj = 0 for all j # i. Set w E RnZN as w = @(X). 
A. Properties of the observabilily malrices and pathwise invariance of nonobserved trajectories
The next lemma establishes a counterpart for the wellknown result about the largest attainable dimensionality of observability matrices. 
.?li(k)]'} for all
Next we present a relation between the null spaces of the observability matrices which will be useful in what follows. The following preliminary result is needed. fmof Let us deny the assertion of the lemma and we assume that there exist a scalar m > 0 and no E W" such that k 2 nZN -1: the opposite relation holds trivially. xo E N{Oi) ( 
18)
for which 1x0 -XI 2 m, for all x E N{Oj}. Notice that xo # 0, and let xo and eo = i be initial conditions. 
N{O%}, which is a contradiction in view of (IS).
are pathwise invariant.
for all s 2 f. 
IV. W-DETECTABILITY
The next result is inmedate; the proof is omitted. If (A,C,A) is W-observable, then (A,C,A) is
Lemma 4:
The concept of W-detectability resembles standard concepts of detectability for linear discrete time-varying systems. As we shall see in Lemma 6, the concept retrieves the idea that every nonobserved state corresponds to stable modes of the system. Notice that every MS-stable MJLS is Wdetectable with f d and y arbitrary and 6 and Sd such that 6 = ac'd < 1, with a 2 1 and 0 < 5 < 1.
We start with some properties of the functional W r ( X ) . In this section, the initial condition X ( 0 ) E Mia is denoted by (i) Since wr(X) = 0 for some T > 0, from C o r o k y 1 (ii) and (iii), we conclude that W*+'(X) = 0. Now let us define U ( 0 ) = U =X(s); since U ( t ) is defindby oi(t) = Ti(U(t)) and, from Proposition 1 (i), it holds that Xi(f) = Ti(X(r)), we have that U ( T ) =X(T+S) for 0 S T S t . Then, from the definition of, W in (E), we can write that .
A. W-delectability and MS-detectability
This section deals with the relation between the two above concepts. The main result shows that W-detectability of (A,C,A) is equivalent to MS-detectability of (A,O,A). We start with the following closed-loop version of the MJLS: 
In what follows, we study each component i and I separately. The proofs of the next lemmas are omitted. Notice that the converse of Theorem 3 does not hold in general since it is a simple matter to find situations for which MS-stable; hence (A, OJ) is not MS-detectable.
N{Ci} c N{Oi} strictly.
v. W-DETECTABILITY AND THE LQ PROBLEM
We consider the linear quadratic control for system Q. Under the W-detectability assumption, we show that the closed-loop system is MS-stable if a set of coupled algebraic matrix equations associated with the closed-loop system has a solution. In particular, we conclude that the solution to the CARE arising in the LQ problem is a unique stabilizing solution. Thus W-detectability not only generalizes MSdetectability but also plays the same role of MS-detectability in optimal LQ problems; see [5] and [6].
We consider the system Q in closed-loop form,
where B E M";' is given and G E ML" can be regarded as a linear state feedback control. It is well known that when the state x and the jump variable e are both accessible for control the optimal control is in linear state feedback form; see, e.g., [7] . The infinite horizon cost functional is where Q E Mfl0 and R E M'+, defined whenever U ( 0 ) = X.
The system Oc is said to be MS-stabilizable when there exists G E ML" such that A +BG is MS-stable. In what fotlows, CG refers to the operator C associated to the closed-loop system with gain G; namely, We show that the concepts of W-observability and Wdetectability reproduce geometric and qualitative properties of the deterministic concepts within the MJLS setting. In particular, we show how the properties (I)-(IV) in section I extend to MJLS; respectively, we have shown that provided (A,C,A) is Wobservable. We also show that those concepts generalize the previous concepts encountered in the literature and that they play the same role in the quest for stabilizing solutions of quadratic control problems. Regarding the concept of MS-detectability, in one of the main results of this paper, we show that (A, C, A) is W-detectable if and only if (A,O,A) is MS-detectable.
The result provides a testable condition for W-detectability. Moreover, the kemel of 0 is in general smaller than that of the original matrices C, henceforth making W-detectability and MS-detectability directly comparable.
Testable conditions for the concept of W-observability is also developed in terms of the set of observability matrices 0. The test of W-observability in Theorem 1 for MJLS and the observability test for N deterministic time-invariant linear systems, each with dimension n, are alike.
